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SECTION 8.4: Multidimensional Search Without Usiug derivatlves The cyc!ic
coordinate method, the method of Hooke and Jeeves, and Rosenbrock's
method are discussed. Convergence of these methods is also established.

SECTION 8.5: Multldimenslonal Search Using Derivatives We develop the
steepest descent method and the method of Newton and show their con-
vergence.

SECTION 8.6: Methods Using Conjugate Dírections The important concept
of conjugacy is introduced. If the objective function is quadratic, then
methods using conjugate directions are shown to converge in a finite number of
steps. The Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method, the conjugate gradient method of
FIetcher and Reeves, and the. method of Zangwill are covered and' their
convergence established.

Unconstrained optimization deals with the problem of minimizing or maximiz-
ing a function in the absence of any restrictions, Inthis chapter we discuss both

...the minimization of a function of one variabJe and a function of several
variables. Even though most practical optimization problerns have side restric-
tions that rnust be satisfied, the study of techniques for unconstrained optimiza-
tion is important forseveral reasons. Many a!gorithms solve a constrained
problem by converting it into a sequence of unconstrained problems via
Lagrangian multipliers, as illustrated in Chapter 6, or via penalty and barrier
functions, as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9. Furthermore,
another class of methods proceeds by finding a direction and then minimizing
along this direction. This line search is equivalent to minimizing a function of
one variable without constraints ar with sim pie constraints, such as lower and
upper bounds on the variable. Finally, several unconstrained optimization
techniques can be extended in a natural way to provide and motivate solution
procedures for constrained problerns.

The following is an outlinc of thc chapter.
~

SECTION 8.1: Line Search Withô'ut Using Derivatives We discuss severa!
procedures for rninimizing strictly quasiconve~ functions ofl~variable with-
out using derivatives. Uniform scarch, dichotornous search, the golden section
method and the Fibonacci method are covered.

SECTION 8.2: Line Search Using Derivatives Differentiability is assumed,
and lhe bisccting scarch mcihod and Ncwtori's mcthod are discusscd,

8.1 Une Search Without Using Derivatives
----

One-dimensional search is the backbone of many algorithms for solving a
nonlinear programming problem. Many noniinear prograrnming a!gorithms
proceed as follows. Given a point Xk> find a direction vector dk and then a
suitable step size Àk, yielding a new point Xk+l = Xk + "k dk; the process is then
repeated. Finding the step size Àk involves solving the subproblern to minimize
f(Xk + Àdk), which is a one-dimensional search problem in the variable À. The
minimization may be over all real À, nonnegative À, or À such that Xk +Adk is
feasible.

Consider a function e of one variable À to be minimized. One approach to
minimizing e is to let the derivative e/ be equal to o and then solve for À. Note,
however, that 8 isusuaJly dcfined irnplicitly in terms of a function t of severa!
variables. In particular, given the vectors x and d, O(A) = f(x -I Ad). If f is not
diflcrentiable, then 8 will not be differentiable. If f is diffcrcntiable, then
e/(À) = d'Vf(x+ Ad). Therefore to find a point A with e/(À) = 0, we have to
solve the equation d'Vf(x + AO.)= O, which is usually nonlincar in À. Further-
more, À satisfying e/(À) = O is not necessarily a minimurn; it may bc a local
minimum, a local maximum, or even a saddle point. For these re asons, and
except for some special cases, we avoid minimizing e by letting its derivative bc
equal to zero. Instead, we resort to some numerical techniques for minimízing
the function 8.

In this scction we discuss scvcral rncthods that do not use derivativos for
minimizing a f unction e of one variablc ovcr a closcd boundcd intcrval, These
methods fall under the categories of simultane.ous line search and sequcntial
line search problems. In the former case, the readings are determined a priori,
whereas in the sequential search, the values of the íunction at the previous
iterations are used to determine the succeeding readings.

SECT!ON 8.3: Closedness oí the Line Search Algorithmic Map We show that
the line search algorithic mar is c1osed, a property that is essential in con-
vergcnce analysis. Rcaders who are not intercsted in convergencc may skip this
section.
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The Interval of Uncertainty

Consider the line search problem to minirnizc OCA) subjeet to a-s A :5 b. Sinee
the exact location of lhe minimum of O over [a, b] is not known, this interval is
ealled the interual of uncertainty. During the seareh proeedure if we could
exclude portions of this interval that do not eontain the minimum, then the
intervaJ of uneertainty is rcdueed. In general, [a, b] is ealled the intervaJ of
uneenainty, if a minimum point Ã lies in [a, b], though its exaet value is not
known.

Theorern 8.1.1 beJow shows that if the funetion O is strietly quasieonvex,
then the interval of uneertainty eould be redueed by evaluating O at two points
within the interval.

8.1.1 Theorem
Let O: El ~ El be strietJy quasiconvex over the interval [a, b]. Let A, /-LE[a, bJ
be sueh that A < /-L. If O(A) > O(/-L), then O(z)? O(/-L) for ali z E [a, A). If O(A):5
8(p.), then O(z)? O(A) for all Z E (/-L, b].

Proof

Suppose that O(A) > O(/-L), and let Z E [a, A). By eontradietion suppose that
8(z)< O(/-L). Sinee A eould be written as a eonvex eombination of Z and /-L, and
by striet quasieonvexity of O, we have

O(A) <maximum {8(z), O(/-L)} = O(/-L)

eontradieting O(A)"> O(/-L). Henee O(z)? O(p.). The seeond part of the theorem
can be proved similarly.

Fr orn the above theorem, under striet quasieonvexity if O(A» O(/-L), the new
interval of uneertainty is [A, b]. On the other hand, if O(A):::;; (}.(/-L), the new
interval of uneertainty is [a, /-L]. These two cases are iJlustrated in Figure 8.1.

OP,,) O(,d

I 0(,1)

I I

O(À)

À jJ. ba À i-' b a

~ >-
New interval "" New interval

;;..

Figure 8.1 Reducing the interval of uncertainty.
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Litcraturc on nonlincar prograrnming frcqucntly USi..:S lhe conccpt o!
unimodaluy of O to reduce the interval of unecrtainty. In this book we are
using the equivalent eoneept of striet quasieonvexity. In Exercise 8.4 the
dcfinition of unimodality is given and the relationship with striet quasiconvex-
ity is stated.

We now present several procedures for minimizing a strictly quasieonvex
funetion over a closed bounded interval by iteratively redueing the interval of
uncertainty.

An Example of a Simultaneous Search: Uniform Search

Uniform seareh is an example of sirnultaneous search, where we decide
beforehand the points at whieh the functional evaluations are to be made. The
interval oí uneertainty [aI' b1] is divided into smaller sub-intcrvals via the grid
points ai + k8 for k = 1, ... , n where b, = al + (n + 1)8, as illustratcd in Figure
8.2. The funetion () is evaluated at each of the n grid points. Let Ã be a grid
point with the smaJlest value of (). If () is strictly quasiconvex, it follows that a
minimum of O lies in the interval [Ã - 8, Â + õ].

, ,
k .'er

The Choice of the Grid Length õ

We see that the interval of uncertainty [ai, bl] is reduced, after n functional
evaluations to an interval of length 28. Noting that n = [(b1 - a1)/8]-1, if we
desire a small final interval of uneertainty, thcn a !arge number of function
evaluations n must be made. One teehnique that is oftcn uscd to reduce the
eomputational effort is to utilize a large grid sizc first and then switeh to a finer
grid size. ,

-\ J'N'.{)V'- lt

Sequential Search

As may be expected, more efficient procedures which utilize the iníormation
generated at the previous iterations in placing the subsequent reading, could be

I I I I I I I ! !
aI >--õ )., >-+ Ó bl

Figura 8.2 Unifcrm search,
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°2 theoretical optimal value of (bl - a 1)/2 and, in the meantime, would make the
functional evaluations 8U I) and 8(iL 1) distinguishable.

In dichotomous search, we place each of the first two observations, AI and
iLI> symmetrically at a distance e from the midpoint (aI + b1)/2. Depending on
the values of O at AI and iLI> a new interval of uncertainty is obtained. The
process is then repeated by placing two new observations.

a, À, 1', s, a, À, 1', b,

Summary of the Dichotomous Search Method

The following is a summary of the dichotomous method of minímizing a strictly
quasiconvex function O over me interval [aI' bt].

Possible intervals
ot uncertainty

Possible intervals
-••<:--------,>)O~ ot uncertainty

(a) (b)
Initialization Step Choose the distinguishability constant, 2e > 0, and the allow-
able final length of uncertainty, I> O. Let [ai, b1] be the initial interval of
uncertainty, let k = 1, and go to the main step.Figure 8.3 Possible intervals of uncertainty

devised. Here we discuss the following sequential search procedures: dichotom-
ous search, the golden section method, and the Fibonacci method.

Main Step

1. If b; - ak < I, stop; the minimum points Jies in the interval [a,,, bk]. Other-
wise, consider Ak and J.Lk defined below, and go to step 2.

Dichotomous Search

Consider O: EI~ EI to be minimized over the interval [aI> bJ. Suppose that (J
is strictly quasiconvex. Obviously, the smallest number of functional evalua-
tions that is needed to reduce the interval of uncertainty is two. In Figure 8.3
we consider the location of the two readings AI and iLl' In Figure 8.3a, for
8 = O)' note that O(A)) < O(iLl), and hence by Theorem 8.1.1, the new interval of
uncertainty is [a), iLI]. However, for 0= 82, note that 0(A1) > O(iLl), and hence
by Theorem 8.1.1 the new interval of uncertainty is [AI> bl]. Thus depending
on the íunction O, the length of the new interval of uncertainty is equaJ to
iL) - a) or b1 - AI'

Note, however, that we do not know, a priori, whether 8(A))< O(iLl) or
8(A1) > O(iLl)'* Thus the opumai strategy is to place À1 and iLI in such a way to
guard against the worst possible outcome, that is, to minimize the maximum of
iLl- aI and b, - A). This could be accomplished by placing AI and iLI at the
midpoint of the interval [a), bl]. If we do this, however, we would only have
one reading and would not be able to reduce the interval of uncertainty.
Thercforc, as shown in Figure R.3b, AI anel fLJ are placcd syrnmetrica lly, cach
at a distance E > O from the midpoint. Here e> O is a scaiar that is sufficiently
small so that the new !ength of uncertainty e + ib, - aj)/2 is close enough to the

Àk = ak +bk2 = z
ak +bkJ.Lk=--"+8

2

2. If 8(Ak) < 8(iLk), let ak+1 = akand bk+1 = iLk' Otherwise, Iet ak+1 = Àk and
bk+1 = bi: Replace k by k + 1, and go to step 1.

Note that the length of uncertainty at the beginning oi iteration k + 1 is given
by

1 (1 \
(bk,+l- ak+l) = 2k (b1- a1)+2e 1-2"k)

This formula can be used to determine the number of iterations needed to
achieve the desired accuracy. Since each iteration requires two readings, the
formula can also be used to determine the number of readings.

The Golden Section Method

In order to compare thc various line search proccdures, lhe following reduction
ratio will bc of use.

•. If lhe equality 8(A,) = 6 (1-',) is true, then lhe interval of uncertainty can he further reduced to
[AJ, !LI]. It may be notcd, howcver , lha! cxact e quality is quite unlikcly to occur in practice.

length of interval af uncertainty after lJ observations are taken
length of interval of uncertainty before taking the observations

Obviously, more efficient schemes correspond to sma!! ratios, In dichotomous



search, lhe above rcduetion ratio is approximatcly (0.5)"/2. We now describe
the more efficient golden seetion method, whose reduction ratio is given by
(0.618)"-1. The method could be used for minimizing a strietly quasieonvex
funetion.

At a general iteration k of the golden section method, let the interva! of
uncertainty be [ab bk]. By Theorem 8.1.1 the new interval of uncertainty
[ak+l' bk+IJ is given by [Àk> bk] if e(Àk) > O(fLd and by [ak' fLk] if O(Àk)::5 e(fLk)'
The points Àk and fLk are selected such that

1. The length of the new interval of uncertainty bk+1 - ak+1 does not depend
upon the outcome of the kth iteration, that is, on whether O(Ak) > e(fLk) or
O(Àk)::5 O(fLk)' Therefore, we must have bk - Ak = fLk - ak. Thus, if Ak is of the
form

ak

g ;l

Àk ILk t;
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Case 1: À:+) tk+1 t::+1ak+1

Case 2: ãk+1 Àk:1 ;k+1 b:.1
Figure 8.4 IIlustration of the golden section rule.

and Ak are chosen according to (8.1) and (8.2), where a =0.618, then the
interval of uncertainty is reduced by a factor of 0.618. At the first iteration,
two readings are needed at AI and Il-I> but at each subsequent iteration, only
one eval uation is needed, since either Ak + 1 = fLk or Il-k+i I = Ak'

Ai< = ak +(1-a)(bk -ak)

where a E (0, 1), then J.Lkmust be of the form

fLk = ak + a (bk - ak)

(8.1) Summary of the Golden Section Method

The following is a summary of the golden section method for minimizing a
strictly quasiconvex function over the interval [aI> b1).

(8.2)

bk+1 - ak+1 = atb; - ak)'

2. As 1.1:+1 and Il-k+1 are selected for the purpose of new iteration, either Ak+l
coincides with J.LI.;ar Il-k+1 coincides with Ak' If this could be realized, then
during iteration k + 1, only one extra observation is needed. To illustrate,
consider Figure 8.4 and the following two cases.

Case 1: O(Ak) > O(/1·k)

In this case, ak+1 = AI.; and bk+1 = bk• In order to satisfy Àk+l = J.Lb and applying
'8.1) with k replaced by k + 1, wc get

Il-k = 1.1.;+1= ak+1 +(1-a)(bk+l-ak+J) == Ak +(1-a)(bk -Ak)

Substituting the ~s of Ak and Il-k from (8.1) and (8.2) into the above
equation, we get~------'

Case 2: O(Ak)::50(J.Lk)

In this case, ak+l = ak and bk+1 = J.L!<."In order to satisfy Il-k+1 = Ab and applying
(8.2) with k replaced by k + 1, we get

AI.; = Il-k+1 = (lk+1 + a(bk+1 - ak+l) = ak + a(ll-k - ak)

Noting (8.1) and (8.2). the abovc equation gives a2+a-l =0.
The roots cf the equation a2+ a -1 = O are a =0.618 and a = -1.618. Since a
must be in the interval (0,1) then a =0.618. To summarize, if at iteration k, fLk

Inítialization Step Choose an allowable final length of uncertainty I> O. Let
[aI' b1J be the initial interval of uncertainty, anel let )'1:: aJ + (1- a)(b1- aI)

and J.Ll = aI + aib, - aI), wherc a = 0.618. Evaluate 0(1.1) and O(J.LI), let k = 1,
and go to the main step.

so that

Main Step

1. If bk - ak < 1, stop; the optimal solution lies in thc intcrval [ak, b,J. Other-
wise, if O(Ak) > O(J.Lk), go to stcp 2, and if O(Àk):5 O(ll-k), go to step 3.

2. Let ak+1 = Ak and bk+1 = b.: Furthermore, let Ak+1 = Il-k' anel let il'k+J ""
ak+l+a(bk+1-ak+I)' Evaluate O(fLk+I), and go to stcp 4.

3. Let ak+l=ak' and bk+1=P-k' Furtherrnore, lct Il-k+I=Ak, and let Ak+I=

ak-l-I + (1- a)(bk+1 - ak+])' Evaluate OU'k+I), and go to step 4.
4. Replace k by k: + 1, and go to step 1.

8.1.2· Example
Consider the follawing problem:

Minimize ,\2-1-21.

subject to -3::5 A::;; 5

Clearly the function e to be minirnized is strictly quasiconvex, arid the initial
interval of uncertainty is of length 8. We reduce this interval of unccrtainty to
one whose length is at most 0.2. The first two observations are located at

Àl = -3 +0.382(8) = 0.056
'. iLl = -3+ 0.61R(8) = 1.944



bk+1 - ak+l = J1-k- ak = :n-k (bk - ad
n-k+1

(8.7)
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TABLE 8.1 Summary of Computations for the Golden Section Method

Iteration k ak bk Àk !L. O(À.) 8(J1-d

1 -3.000 5.000 0.056 1.944 0.115* 7.667*
2 -3.000 1.944 -1.112 \'0.056 -0.987* / 0.115
3 -3.000 0.056 -1.832 -1.112 -0.308* ,:----0.987
4 -1.832 0.056 -1.112 -0.664 -0.987 -0.887*
5 -1.832 -0.664 -1.384 -1.112 -0.853* -0.987
6 -1.384 -0.664 -1.112 -0.936 -0.987 -0.996*
7 -1.112 -0.664 -0.936 -0.840 -0.996 -0.974*
8 -1.112 -0.840 -1.016 '-0.936 -1.000* -0.996
9 -1.112 -0.936

By Theorern 8.1.1, the new interval of uncertainty [Uk+l' bk+l] is given by
[Àk> bk] if 8(Àk) > O(J1-d and is given by [ak' J1-k] if 8(Àk):S O(/-Ld. In the former
case, noting (8.4) and letting li = n - k in (8.3), we get

b b b Fn-k-l (b ) FIl-k (b ) ( )k+l - ak+1 = k - Àk = k - ak --p-- k - ak = p-- k: - ak 8.6
n-k+l n-k+l

In the latter case, noting (8.5) we get

Thus, in either case, the interval of uncertainty is reduced by the factor
Fn-k/ Fn-k+l'

We now show that at iteration k + 1, either Àk+1 = J1-k or J1-k+1= Àk> so that
only one functional evaluation is needed. Suppose that O(Àk) > O(j.Lk)' Then, by
Theorem 8.1.1, ak+l = Àk and bk+1 = bk• Thus, applying (8.4) with k repiaced
by k+1, we get

Note that 8(À1)<8(/-L\). Hence, the new interval of uncertainty is [-3,1.944].
The process is repeated, and the computations are summarized in Table 8.1.
The values of O that are computed at each iteration are indicated by an
asterisk. After eight iterations involving nine observations, the interval of
uncertainty is [-1.112, -0.936], so that the minimum could be estimated to be
the midpoint -1.024. Note that the true minimum is, in fact, -1.0.

lhe Fibonacci Search

The Fibonacci method is a line search procedure for minimizing a strictly
quasiconvex function (} over a closed bounded interval. Similar to the golden
section method, the Fibonacci search procedure makes two functional ~-
tions at the first itcration and then QQly one evaluation at each of the
subsequent iterations. However, the procedure diflcrs from the golden section
rethod in that the reduction of the interval of uncertainty varies from one
iteration to another.

The procedure is based on the Fibonacci sequence {FJ defined as follows:

Fv+1 = F; + FV_1 li = 1,2,. . . (8.3)

Fn-k-2 (b )Àk+l = ak+l +-p-- k+l- ak+l
n-k

Fn-k-2(b )= Àk + P k -Ak
n-k

Substituting for Àk from (8.4), we get

- Fn-k-1 (b _ ) Fn-k-2(1_ Fn-k-1)(b _ )Àk+l - ak + k ak + k ak
Fn-k+l F"_k Fn-k+l

Letting li = n - k in (8.3), it follows that [1- (Fn-k-dFn--k+l)] = FIl-k/F,,_k+I'
Substituting in the above equation, we get

_ (Fn-k-l + Fn-k-2)Cb _ )Àk+l - a, + k a,
Pn-k+l

Fs=F, = 1

The sequence is therefore 1, 1,2,3,5,8, 13,21,34,55,89,144,233, .... At
iteration k, suppose that the interval of uncertainty is [ak, bk]. Consider the two
points Àk and /-Lk givcn below, where n is the total number of functional
evaluations planned.

Fn-k-1 (' )À, = Qk +-P-- Ok - ak
n-k+l

Now let-z- = n - k -1 in (8.3), and noting (8.5), it follows that

P',-k (b ) .Àk+l = ak +-p-- k - ak = J1-k
n-k+l

k = 1, ... , n-1 (8.4)

Sirnilarly, if 8(À/J:s 8(/-Ld, the reader can easily vcrify that /-Lk.l = Àk' Thus, in
either case, only one observation is needed at iteration k + 1.

To summarize, at the first iteration, two observations are made, anel at each
subsequent iteration, only one observation is nccessary. Thus, at the end of
iteration n - 2, we have comp!eted n -1 functional evaluations. Further, for
k = n -1, it folIows from (8.4) and (8.5) that À"-1 = J1-n-1 = ~(al\-l + b,,_I)' Since
either Àn-l == J1-n-2 or /1'n-l = Àn-2' theoretically no new observations are to be

ç
J ,,·-k (b )p..,=ak+-- k-ak

F,,-k .• 1
k=I, ... ,n-l (8.5)
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made at this stage. However, in order to further reduce the interval of
uncertainty, the last observation is placed slightly to the right or to the left of
the midpoint ,1.,.-1 = J-t,,-l' so that ~(b,.-l - a,,-l) is the length of the final interval
of uncertainty [a,,, bn].

Initialization Step Choose an allowable final length of uneertainty 1> O and
a distinguishability constant e> O. Let [ai, b1J be the initial interval of uneer-
tainty, and choose the number of observations n to be taken sueh that
F" > (bl - a 1)/ l. Let }'1 = ai + (F"-2/ F,,)(b1 - ai), and 1.1-1 = aI + (F',,-I/ F")(b1 - ai)'
Evaluate 0(À1) and 8(J-t1), let k = 1, and go to the main step.

8.1.3 Example

Consider the following problem:

Minimize À2+2A
subject to - 3:5 À :5 5

Note that the function is strictly quasieonvex on the interval and that the true
minimum oeeurs at A = -1. We reduee the interval of uneertainty to one whose
length is, at most, 0.2. Hence, we must have F; > 8/0.2 = 40, so that li = 9. We
adopt the distinguishability constant e = 0.0l.

The first two observations are loeated at

F7 r,
AI = -3 +-:- (8) = 0.054545 J-tl = -3 +c- (8) = 1.945454

~ r9

Note that 0(A1) < O(J-tl)' Hence the new interval of uncertainty is
[- 3.000000, 1.945454]. The process is repeated, and the cornputations are
summarized in TabJe 8.2. The values of O that are computed at each iteration
are indicated by an asterisk. Note that at k = 8, Àk = J-tk = À"_1> so that no
functional evaluations are needed at this stage. For k = 9, Àk =: Àk.'] =
-0.963636 and J-tk = Àk + e = -0.953636. Sinee eÜLk» 8(À1:), the final interval
of uncertainty [a9, b9] is [-1.109091, -0.963636], whose length l = 0.145455.
We approximate the rninimum to be the midpoint -1.036364. Note from
Example 8.1.2 that with the same number of observations n = 9, the golden
seetion method gave a final interval of uneertainty whose length is 0.176.

Comparison of Derivative-Free Une Search Methods

Given a funetion 8 that is strietly quasieonvex on thc interval [aI> b
j
], obviously

eaeh of the methods diseussed in this section will yield a point À in a finite

TABLE 8.2 Summary oí Compctations for the Fibonacd Search Method

Choosing the Number of Observations

Unlike the dichotomous search method and the golden section proeedure, the
Fibonacci method requires that the total number of observations n be ehosen
beforehand. This is beeause the plaeement of the observations is given by (8.4)
and (8.5) and hence is dependent on n. From (8.6) and (8.7), the length of the
interval of uneertainty is redueed at iteration k by the faetor F"-k/ Fn-k+l'
Henee, at the end of n -1 iterations, where n total observations have been
made, the length of the interva! of uncertainty is reduced írom b, - ai to
b; - Q" = (b] - Ql)/F". Therefore, n must be ehosen sueh that (bl- al)/Fn
refIeets the aceuraey required.

Summary of the Fibonacci Search Method

The foIlowing is a summary of the Fibonaeci search method for minimizing a
strietly quasiconvex function over the interval [ai, b]].

Main Step

1. If 8(Ak) > e(J-tk), go to step 2, and if O(A";:s O(J-tk), go to step 3.
2. Let ak + I = Àk and b, t I = b., Furthermore, let Àk" 1 = P-k' and let J-tk+l =

ak~ 1+ (F,,-k.-I/ F".k)(bk+1 - ak+I)' If k = n - 2, go to step 5; otherwise, evaluate
O(J.Lk+l), and go to step 4.

3. Let aI.. + I = Qk and nk, 1 = J.tk· Furthermore, let J.Lk+l = Àk> and let Àk+1 =
ak;I+(r~, ..k-2J1·:, ..d(hk'l-ak'I)' Ir k=n-2, go to stcp 5; othcrwise,
evaluate 8(Ak+1), and go to step 4.

4. Replace k by k + 1, and go to step 1.
5. Let Àn=Àn-], and J-t•• =A"_I+e. If 8(À,.) > O(I1-,J , let a"=À,, and b,,=b"_l'

Otherwise, if 8(À..) :s O(J-tn), let a" = an_. J and b; = Àn. Stop; the optimal
solution lics in the intcrval [a", b"].

Iteration k

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

ak b. Àk f.L. 0(.\.) (J(/-{,)

'---
-3.000000 5.000000 0.054545 1.945454 0.112!J65* 7.675699*
-3.000000 1.945454 -1.109091 0.054545 ··O.98tlO99* 0.1120(;5
-3.000000 0.054545 -1.836363 -1.1 09091 -0.300497* -·0.9RS09?-1.83(,3(,3 0.054545 -1. ](J9f)91 -0.(,72727 -1).'JIiIlO<)() -o.I\<;21!n*
'-1.836363 ··0.672727 -1.399999 -1.1090'Jl -O.1i4()(j() I ~ -O.1)8~()1)1)
-1.399999 -0.672727 -1.109091 ··0.963636 -O.9giHJ99 -0.998677"

\ -1.109091 -0.072727 -0.963636 -0.818182 -0.1)98677 -()'CJ66942*
, -1.109091 -0.81ll182 -0.963636 -0.963636 -0.998677 -O.91)'õó77
~1.109091 -0.963636 -0.%3636 -0.953636 -0.998677 ··O.997X5()*
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I
nurnber of steps suc~ that IA - À 1$1, where I is the length of the final interval
of uncertainty and À is the minimum point over the interval. In particular,
given the length I of the final interval of uncertainty, which reflects the desired

I
degree of accuracy, the rcquired number of observations n could be computed
as the srnallest positive integer satisfying the following relationships.

b1-a\
Uniform search method: n 2=--zn:--1
Dichotomous search method: 0/2)"/22=_1_

b\-al

(0.618)"-1~_l_
b\-a\

F b\-a\
>---

n - I
From the above expressions, we see that the number of observations needed is
a function of the ratio i», - al)!l. Hence for a fixed ratio (bl - a\)!l, the smaller
the number of obscrvations required, the more efficient the algorithm. lt
should be evident that the rnost efficient algorithm is the Fibonacci method,
followed by lhe golden section procedure, the dichotomous search method, and
finally the uniform search method.

Also note that for n large enough, l/Pn is asyrnptotic to (0.618)"-1, so that
the Fibonacci search method and the golden scction method are almost
identical.

It is worth mentioning that arnong the derivative-free methods that minimize
strict quasiconvex functions over a closed bounded interval, the Fibonacci
search method is the most efficient in that it requires the smallest number of
observations for a given reduction in the length of the interval of uncertainty.

Golden section method: .\
\

The Bisecting Search Method

Suppose that we wish to minimize a function (j over a closed and bounded
interval. Furthermore, suppose that 8 is pseudoconvex, and hence differenti-
able. At iteration k, let the interval of unccrtainty be [ak> bk]. Suppose that the
deriva tive 8'(Àk) is known, and consider the followillg three possible cases:

1. If 8'(Àk) = 0, then by pseudoconvexity of e, Àk is a minirnum point.
2. If O'(Àk) > 0, then for A> Àk, we have 8'(Ak)(A - Àk) > 0, and by pseudocon-

vexity of 8, it follows that e(A) ~ 8(Àd. In other words, the minimum
occurs to the left of Ab so that the new intcrval of uncertainty [a

k
+1> bk+J

is given by [ab Àk]'

3. If 8'(Ak) < 0, then for A < Àk> 8'(l\k)(À - Ak) > 0, so that O(A) 2: 8(À,,). Thus
the minimum occurs to the right of Àb so that the new interval of
uncertainty [ak+j, bk+IJ is given by [Ak> bk].

The position of Ak in the interval [ab bk] must be chosen so that the maximum
possible length of the new interval of uncertaínry is minimizcd. That is, Àk must
be chosen so as to minimize the maximum of Àk - ak and b, - Àk' Obviously,
the optimal location of Àk is the midpoint i(ak + b

k
).

To summarize, at any iteration k, O' is evaluated at the midpoint of lhe
interval of uncertainty. Based on the value of O', we either stop or construct a
new interval of uncertainty whosc Jength is half that of the previous iteration.
Note that this procedure is very similar to the dichotornous search method
exccpt that at cach itcration, only onc derivativo evatuation is rcquircd, as
opposed to two f'unctional evaluations for thc dichotomous scarch rncthod.

Fibonacci search method: \l

General Functions

The procedures discussed above ali rely on the strict quasiconvexity assump-
tion. In many problcms, this assumption does not hold true, anel in any case,
it cannot bc easily vcrificd. One way to handle this difficulty, espccially if the
initial inrcrval of unccrtainty is large, is to divide it into smaller intervals, find
the minirnurn over each subintcrval, and then choose the smallest of the
minima over the subintcrvals.

Convergence of the Bisecting Search Method

Note that the length of the interval of uncertainty after 11 observaríon-, is equal
to (l/2)"(b1 - ai), so that the method converges to a p.linirnumpoint within any
desired degree of accuracy. In particular, if the Jength of the final inrerval of
uncertainty is fixed at I, then n must be chosen to be the smallest integer such
that (1/2)" $ lltb, - a I)'

I
S.2 Une Search Using Derivatives

I In the previous section we discusscd several line scarch procedures that use
functional evaluations. In this section we discuss the bisecting search method
and Newtori's mcthod, both of which nccd derivative information.

Summary of the Bisecting Search Method

We now summarize the bisecting search proccdure for minimizing a
pseudoconvex Iunction O ovcr a closcd and boundcd intcrval.

Initialization Step Let [al> blJ be the initial interval of uncertainty, and Jet I
be the allowable final interval of uncertainty. Let n be the srnallesr positive
integer such that Gt $l/(bl - al)' Let k = 1, and go to the main step.
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Main Step

1. Let Àk = ~(ak + bk), and evaluate e'(Àk). If e'(Àk) = 0, stop; Àk is an optimal
solution. Otherwise, go to step 2 if e'(Àk) >0, and go to step 3 if e'(Àk) <O.

2. Let ak.~ 1= Qk> and bk+1 = Ài<. Go to stcp 4.
3. Let ak+1 = Àb and bk+1 = bk• Go to step 4.
4. If k = n, stop: the minimum lies in the interval [a"+1> bn+1]. Otherwise,

replace k by k + 1, and repeat step 1.

zero. This yields 8'(Àk) + e"(Àk)(Àk+1 - Àk) = 0, so that

e'(Àk)
Àk+l = Àk - 8"(À

k
) (8.8)

8.2.1 Example
Consider the following problem:

Minimize À 2 + 2A .
subject to - 3:5 À :56

Suppose we want to reduce the interval oí uncertainty to an interval whose
length I is Iess than or equa! to 0.2. Hence, the number of observations n
satisfying (~)" :51/(b\- a1):= 0.2/9 = 0.0222 is given by n:= 6. A summary of the
computations using the bisecting scarch method is given in Table 8.3. Note that
the final interval of uncertainty is [-1.0313, -0.8907], so that the minimum
could be taken as the midpoint -0,961.

The procedure is terminated when IAk+l-Akl<€ or when le'(Adl<€ where e
is a prespecified termination scalar.

Note that the above procedure can only be applied for twice differentiable
functions. Furthermore, the procedure is well defined only if {)"(Àk) té O for each
k~

8.2.2 Example

Consider the function e defined below:

{
4A3-3A4

O(A)= 4À3+3À4

if A 2: o
if A<o

Newton's Method

Note that O is twice differentiable everywhere. We apply Newton's method,
starting from two different points. In the first case, À 1 = 0.40, and as shown in
TabJe 8.4, the procedure produced the point 0.002807 aíter six iterations, The
reader can verify that the procedure indeed converges to the stationary point
A := O. In the second case, À i := 0.60, and the procedure oscí!!atcs between the
points 0.60 and -0.60, as shown in Table 8.5.

Newton's method is based on exploiting the quadratic approximation of the
function O at a given point Ak' This quadratic approximation q is given by

q(À) := O(Àk) + e'(Àk)(À - Ak) +10"(Ad(A - Ak)2

The point Ak+l is taken to be the point where the derivative of q is equal to

Convergence of Newton's Method

The method of Newton, in general, does not converge to a stationary point
starting with an arbitrary initial point. The reason for this is that, in general,
Theorem 7.2.3 cannot be applied as a result of the unavailability of a descem
function. However, as shown in Theorem 8.2.3 below, if the starting point is

TABLE 8.3 Summary of Computations for the Bisect-
ing Search Method TABLE 8.4 Summary oí Computations for Newton's

Method Starting írom >"1 = 0.4
Iteration k ak bk Ak O'(A.)

Iteration k Ak O'(A.) O"(A.) Ak+1

1 -3.0000 6.0000 1.5000 5.0000
2 -3.0000 1.5000 -0.7500 0.5000 1 0.400000 1.152000 3.840000 0.100000
3 -3.0000 -0.7500 -1.8750 -1.7500 2 0.100000 0.108000 2.040000 0.047059
4 -1.8750 -0.7500 -1.3125 -0.6250 3 0.047059 0.025324 1.049692 0.022934
5 -1.3125 -0.7500 -1.0313 -0.0625 4 0.022934 0.006167 0.531481 0.011331
6 -1.0313 -0.7500 -0.8907 0.2186 5 0.011331 0.001523 0.267322 0.005634
7 -1.0313 -0.8907 6 0.005634 0.000379 0.134073 0.002807
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TABLE 8.5 Summary oí Computations for New-
ton's Method Starting from Al = 0.6

--
Iteration k Ak O'(Ak) O"(Ad Ak+1

1 0.600 1.728 1.440 -0.600
2 -0.600 1.728 -1.440 0.600
3 0.600 1.728 1.440 -0.600
4 -0.600 1.728 -1.440 0.600
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Noting (1) and (2), it then follows that

IÂ_ÃI=_l_IO'(Ã)-O'(A)-O"(A)(Ã-A)IIÀ_XI:5k k IÀ-Ã'<IÀ-Àl
18"(À)1 IÀ-ÀI I 2 I ,

Therefore a is indeed a descent function, and the result follows irnrncdiately by
the corollary to Theorem 7.2.3.

3.3 Closedness of the Une Search Algorithmic Map
lu the previous two sections we discussed several procedures for minimizing a
function of one variable. Since the one-dimensional search is a component of
most nonlinear programming algorithms, we show in this section that line
search procedures define a closed map.

Consider the line search problem to minimize O(À) subject to À E L, where
O(A) = J(x + Ad), and L is a closed interval in El. This line search problem can
be defined by the algorithmic map M: E, x E; ~ E" defincd by

sufficiently dose to a stationary point, then a suitable descent function could be
devised so that the method converges.

8.2.3 Theorem
Let 8: E) ~ E) be twice continuously differentiable. Consider Newton's al-
gorithm defined by the map A(À) = A - 8'(À)/ ()"(À). Let Ã be such that 8'(Ã) = O
and O"(Ã) t- O. Let the starting point Àl be sufficiently close to Ã so that there
exists k), k2 >O with k, k2 < 1 such that

M(x,d)={y:y=x+Ãd for some ÃEL, and f(y):5f(x+Àd) for each AEL}

1. 1
\8"(À )1:5 k1

18'(A) - O'(À)- 8"(À)(Ã - À)I < k
IÀ-AI 2

Note that M is generally a point-to-set map because there can be more than
one minimizing point y. Theorem 8.3.1 below shows that the map M is closed.
Thus, if the map D that determines the direction d is also closed, then by
Theorem 7.3.2 the overall algorithmic map A= MD is closed.

8.3.1 Theorem
2.

for each A satisfying IÀ - Ã I:5IÀ I - À I. Then the algorithm converges to À.

Let t:E" ~ El, and let L be a closed interval in EI. Consider the line search
map M: E" x E" ~ E" defined by

M(x,d)={y:y=x+Ãd for some ÃEL, and f(y):5f(x+Ad) for each ÀEL}
Proof

. Let the solution set n= {Ã}, and let X = {À: IÀ - À I :5IA) - Ã I}. We prove con-
vergence by using Theorem 7.2.3. Note that X is compact and that the map A
is closed on X. We now show that a(A) == IA - À I is indeed a descent function.
Now let À E X and suppose that À t- Ã. Let Â E A(À). Then, by definition of A
and since 8'(Ã) = O, we gct

If f is continuous at x, and d -cP O, then M is closed at (x, d) .

1
= O"(A) [8'(Ã)- O'(A)-- O"(A)(Ã - A)]

Proof

Suppose that (Xk> dk) ~ (x, d) and that Yk --) y, where Y» E M(xk, dk). We want
to show that YE M(x, d). First, note that Yk = Xk + Ak dk> WhCfC Ak E l.. Since
d s=Il, then d,JO for k large enough, and hcncc, Ak =IIYk -xkllilldki!. Taking the
limit as k"-7co, then Ak ~ A,whcrc Ã = ily-x!i/ildll, and hcncc, y = x + Ãd. Furthcr-
more, since Àk E L for each k, and since L is closcd, thcn Ã E L. Now let A E L
and note that !(Yk):5 J(Xk + Àdk). Taking the limit as k -7 co and noting the
continuity of J, we conc\ude that t(y):5 t(x + Ad). Thus, YE Mtx, d), and the
proof is complete.

,_ - 1 -
À - À = (À - A) - O"(A) [O'(A) - O'(A)]
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In nonlinear programming, line search is typically perfomed over one of the
following intervals

L = {A: A E El}

L = {A: A 2: O}
L={A:a:5A:5b}

The Cyclic Coordinate Method

This method uses the coordinate axes as the search directions. More specific-
ally, the method searches along the directions dI> ... , d., where d, is a vector
of zeros except for a one at the jth position. Thus, along the search direction dj,

the variable Xj is changed, while a11other variab!es are kept fixed. The method
is illustrated schematically in Figure 8,5 for the problem of Example 8.4.1.

In each of the above cases, L is c1osed, and the theorem applies.
In the above theorem, we required that the vector d be nonzero. Example

8.3.2 below presents a case in which M is not cIosed if d = O. In most cases, the
direction vector d cJ O over points outside the solution set fi. Thus, M is closed
at these points, and Theorem 7.2.3 can be applied to prove
convergence.

Summary of the Cyclic Coordinate Method

We summarize below the cyclic coordinate method for minimizing a function of
several variables without using any derivative information. As we show shortly,
if the function is differentiable, then the method converges to a stationary
point.

8.3.2 Example

Consider the following problem:

Minimize (x - 2)4

Here f(x) = (x - 2)4. Now consider the sequence (Xk> dk) = (1/k, 1/k). Clear1y Xk

converges to x = O, and dk converges to d = O. Consider the line search map M
defined in Theorem 8.3.1, where L={A:A2:0}. The point Yk is obtained by
solving the problem to minimize f(Xk + Adk) subject to À 2: O. The reader can
verify that Yk = 2. Note, however, that M(O, O)= {O}, so that Y~ M(x, d). This
shows that M is not c1osed.

40

/ "i r
JI

I

/

8.4 Multidimensional Seafcn Without Using Derivatives
In this section we consider the problem of minimizing a function f of several
variables without using derivatives. The methods described in this section
proceed in the following manner. Given a vector x, a suitable direction d is first
determined, and then f is minimized from x in the direction d by one of the
techniques discussed earlier in this chapter.

Throughout the book we are required to solve a line search problem of the
form minimize f(x + Ao) subject to À E L, where L is typically of the form
L = El' L = {A: A 2: O}, or L = {A : a :5 À :5 h}. In the statements of the algorithms,
for thc purposc of simplicity, we havc assumcd that a minimum point A cxists.
However, this may not bc the case. Hcrc lhe optimal objectivc valuc of the
line search problcm may bc unboundcd, or else the optimal objcctive value
may be finite but not achieved at any particular À. In the first case, the original
problem is unboundcd and we may stop. In the latter case, À could be chosen
as À such that f(x + Àd) is sufficiently close to the inf {f(x + Ad): A E L}.

14 7 \ 5 5
o L- I I \ .< I L ./ ---1.. _

o 1 2 3

Figure 8.5 IIlustration of the cyclic coordinate method.
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TABLE8.6 Summary oí Computations for the Cydic Coordinate Method

Iteration Xk

k f(xk) j dj YI Àj Vj+l

1 (0.00,3.00) 1 (1.0,0.0) (0.00,3.00) 3.13 (3.13,3.00)
52.00 2 (0.0,1.0) (3.13,3.00) -1.44 (3.13, 1.56)

2 (3.13,1.56) 1 (1.0,0.0) (3.13,1.56) -0.50 (2.63, 1.56)
1.63 2 (0.0,1.0) (2.63, 1.56) -0.25 (2.63, 1.31)

3 (2.63, 1.31) 1 (1.0,0.0) (2.63,1.31) -0.19 (2.44,1.31)
0.16 2 (0.0,1.0) (2.44, 1.31) -0.09 (2.44, 1.22)

4 (2.44, 1.22) 1 (1.0,0.0) (2.44, 1.22) -0.09 (2.35, 1.22)
0.04 2 (0.0,1.0) (2.35, 1.22) -0.05 (2.35,1.17)

5 (2.35,1.17) 1 (1.0,0.0) (2.35,1.17) -0.06 (2.29,1.17)
0.015 2 (0.0,1.0) (2.29, 1.17) -0.03 (2.29, 1.14)

6 (2.29,1.14) 1 (1.0,0.0) (2.29,1.14) -0.04 (2.25,1.14)
0.007 2 (0.0, 1.0) (2.25,1.14) -0.02 (2.25,1.12)

7 (2.25,1.12) 1 (1.0,0.0) (2.25,1.12) -0.03 (2.22, l.12)
0.004 2 (0.0, 1.0) (2.22,1.12) -0.01 (2.22, 1.11)

As discusscd in Scction 7.2, several cri teria could be used forterminating the
algorithm. In lhe statement of the algorithm below, the termination criterion
Ilxk+l-xkll < e is used. Obviously, any of the other criterion could be used to
stop the procedure.

Initialization Step Choose a scalar e > O to be used for terminating the
algorithm, and let dI,' .. ,d" be the coordinate directions. Choose an initial
point Xj, let Yl ==Xl' let k ==j ==1, and go to the main step.

Main Step

1. Let \ be an optirnal solution to the problem to minimize f(yí +Adí) subject
to À E Ej, and let Yí+j ==Yí +AA. li j < n, replace j by j + 1, and repeat step
1. Otherwise, if j = n, go to step 2.

2. Let xk+j=Yn+j. If Ilxk+j-Xkll< E, then stop. Otherwise, let Yl ==Xk+1> let
j = 1, replace k by k + 1, and repeat step 1.

8.4.1 Example
Consider the following problem:

Minimize (x, - 2)4 + (Xl - 2X2?

Note that the optimal solution to the above problem is (2, 1) with objective
value equal to zero. Table 8.6 gives a summary of computations for the cyclic
coordinate method starting from the initial point (0,3). Note that at each
iteration, the vectors Y2 and Y3 are obtained by performing a line search in the
directions (1, O) and (O, 1), respectively. Also note that significant progress is
made during the first few iterations, whereas much slower progress is made
during later iterations. After seven iterations, the point (2.22,1.11), whose
oojective value is 0.0023, is reached.

In Figure 8.5, the contours of the objective function are given, and the points
generated above by the cyclic coordinate method are shown. Note that at later
iterations, slow progress is madc because of the short orthogonal movements
along the valley indicated by the dotted lincs.

Note that the search directions used at each iteration are the coordinate
vectors, so that the matrix of search directions D ==I. Obviously, assurnption (1)
of Theorem 7.3.5 holds true.

As an alternative approach, Theorem 7.2.3 could have been used to prove
convergence after showing that the overall algorithmic map is closed at each x
satisfying Vf(x) oj:. O. In this case, the descent function IX is taken as f itsclí, and
the solution set n=={x:Vf(x) ==O}.

Convergence af the Cyclic Coordinate Method

Convergcnce ar lhe cyclic coordinatc mcthod to a stationary point follows
immeàiately írom Thcorcm 7.3.5 under the following assumptions.

1. The minirnum of f along any line in E" is unique.
2. The sequence of points generated by the algorithm is contained in a

compact subset of E n-

Acceleration Step

We learned from the foregoing analysis that the cyclic coordinate method,
when applied to a differentiable function, will converge to a point with zero
gradient. In the absence of differentiability, however, the method can stall at a
nonoptimal point. As shown in Figure 8.6a, searching along any of the
coordinate axes at the point x2 Jeads to no improvement of the objcctive
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X,

Search stal!s at X2

(a)

Figure 8.6 IIlustration of the effect of a ridge.

(b)

/

X,
Search continued along the
direction x2 - x,

function and results in premature termination. The reason for this premature
termination is the presence of a valley caused by nondifferentiability of f. As
illustrated in Figure 8.6b, this difficulty could be overcome by searching along
the dircction x2 - XI. rVV' .i t

The search along a direction Xk+1 -xk is frequentIy used in applying the
cyclic coordinate method, even in the case where f is differentiable. The usual
rule of thumb is to apply it at every pth iteration. This modification to the
cyc\ic coordinate method frequently accelerates convergence, particularly when
the sequence of points gcncrated zigzag along a valley. Such a step is usually
referrcd to as an -accelerauon step..,
The Method of Hooke and Jeeves

The method of Hooke and Jeeves perforrns two types of scarch, exploratory
search anel pattern search. The first two iterations of the procedure are
iIlustrated in Figure 8.7. Given XI> exploratory search along the coordinate
directions produces the point x2• Now a pattcrn search along a direction X2 -Xl

Ieads to the point y. Another cxploratory scarch starting from y gives the point
x3• The next pattcrn search is along thc dircction X3 -x2, yiclding y'. The
process is then repcated.

Summary of the Method of Hooke and Jeeves Using Une Search

As orginally proposed by Hooke and Jeeves, the method does not perlorm line
search but rather takcs discrete steps along the search directions, as will be
discusscd late r. Here we present a continuous version of the method using line
search along the coordinatc directions dI> ... ,dn and the pattern dircction.
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Figure 8.7 IIlustration of the method of Hooke and Jeeves.

.~

Initialization Step Choose a scalar e> O to be used in terminating the
algorithm. Choose a starting point Xl' let YI = XI' let k = j = 1, and go to the
main step.

~

I
I
,

Main Step

1. Let Aj be an optimal solution to the problem to rninimize f(y, + Arl,)
subjcct to A E E], and lct Yj+1 = Y, + AA. If j < rr, rcplace j by j + J, and
repeat step 1. Othcrwise, if j = n, let Xk+1 =Y ••"I. If !iXk+l-Xkil< f, stop;
otherwisc, go to step 2.

2. Let d = Xk+ I -Xk> and let Â be an optimal solution to thc problem to
minimizc f(Xk '.1 + Ad) subject to A E EI· Lct Y1= x, ; 1+ ;.d, let j = 1, rcplace
k by k + 1, and repeat step 1.i

~

8.4.2 Example

Consider the following problem:

Minimize (XI - 2)4 + (Xl - 2X2?

Note that the optimal solution is (2.00, 1.(0) with objectivc value equal to
zero. Table 8.7 surnmarizes the computations for the method of Hooke and
Jeeves, starting from the initial point (0.00,3.00). At cach iterauon, an
exploratory search along the coordinate directions givcs the points Y2 and Y3'
and a pattern search along the direction ri = Xk+1 -xk givcs the point )'1' cxccpt
at iteration k = 1, whcre Yt =x.. Note that four ircrations wcre rcquircd to
move from the initial point to the optimal point (2.00,1.00) whose objcctive
value is zero. At this point Ilxs -"411 = 0.045, and the procedurc i<; terminate d.

Figure 8.8 illustrates the points generated by the method of Hooke and
Jeeves using line search. Note that thc pattern search has substantially im-
proved convergence by moving along a direction that is almost parallel to the
valley shown in dotted lines.

t


